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The previous versions of the story by F.E Raynal

• Dix-neuf mois aux Iles Auckland, 

• Bulletin de la Société de Géographie, 

May 1868, 28 pages, and map; no illustrations.

- Les Naufragés des Auckland, par M. Raynal

1863-1865 – texte et dessins inédits.

Le Tour du monde, Nouveau Journal des Voyages, 

July-Sept. 1869, 48 pages.



Auckland Island 
465 km South of Bluff

Enderby Is. to the North, 

Adams Is. to the South



Carnley Harbour
“Epigwaitt”

(site of the cabin)

Musgrave Peninsula 
and

Raynal Point.   



The crew of the Grafton

François Raynal, Mac-Larren (Alick), 
Forgés Harris,
Captain Thomas Musgrave
George Harris



“Musgrave took me on his back, where he bound me firmly, and seizing the pully, he 
sprang over the gunwale…exhausted with fatigue, he was going to let go of his hold 
– had not Alick helped us to climb on the rocks…” Ch.IV



“The wind continued to blow violently 
and the rain fell ceaselessly…
We pressed closely round, to protect the 
flame…”
Ch.V



“…a quarter of the seal was suspended from a tree 
and I kept the joint turning…so that it was 
thoroughly well cooked for our dinner…”
Ch.VI





Sketch of Auckland 
Island in the 1865 
book by Captain 
Musgrave,
Melbourne edition 
1865



Illustrated News for home readers, 
25th October, 1865- Melbourne

Captain Thomas Musgrave
(1832-1891)

Castaway on the Auckland Isles :a 
narrative of the wreck of the Grafton and 
the escape of the crew after twenty 
months’suffering, from the private journals 
of Capt. T.Musgrave, together with some 
account of the Auckland, edited by John 
J.Shillinglaw, London, 1866.



Above: Needle made 
from a bird’s wing

Right: Captain Musgrave’s 
telescope

Queensland Maritime Museum, 
Brisbane



“We saw the females swim in pursuit of us…” Ch.X

“I fired two barrels at the 
cormorans, and brought down 
six & twenty…”



‘Epigwaitt’
meaning “near the great 

waters”

“It appeared what it really was, 

a cabin, a hut.”Ch.IX



“We took the Bible, and 
read some passages 
aloud” –ch.XIII



“George sprang 
forward to strike at 
her.” Ch. IX

“”The birds defended 
their nests as well as 
they were able.”



“I was able to sew together the 
different pieces of leather and 
began my first pair of shoes…”. 
Ch.XVII



“Alick, our Norwegian, had to supply the forge with fuel…he labored to the 
very end without a single complaint…”Ch.XVIII



“Beside our hut we built 
a shed,  roofed in with 
sheets of copper 
stripped from the 
Grafton, and we set up 
our forge-bellows… in 
front of them we 
erected a large fireplace 
of  masonry…our anvil 
was a fourteen inches 
block of iron from the 
hold of the ship. I 
applied myself to make a 
pair of flat pincers …” 
Ch. XVIII-XIX



“We decided to enlarge 
our little boat, giving it a 
false keel by three feet 
in the stern and to raise 
its gunwales by at least a 
foot, and to deck it…”
Chapter  XX



“Our decked boat was 
17 feet long, 6 feet wide 
and 3 feet deep…at low 
tide in front of the 
stocks we had erected a 
groove or gutter of 
planks so that the keel 
would glide down and 
move forward until it 
reached water deep 
enough to float it…” 
Chapter .XX



“On the 19th of July we left behind two of our companions, George and Harry, who for 
nineteen months had shared our struggles and sufferings…” (Chapter XX)  



“We entered Port Adventure on the 24th of 
July 1865...They assisted us out of the boat, 
supporting us with their arms”…
(Chapter XXI)







Jules Verne (1928-1905)

He sailed on the Great Eastern to New York in March-
April 1867 and published his account as A floating 
Island in Le Journal des Débats in August-Sept. 1869. 
The last words of the novel mention “Auckland reefs”…
known to the public through Raynal’s own account in 
the travel magazine Le Tour du Monde of July 1969.

Two later novels were directly inspired to Jules Verne by 
Raynal’s Wrecked on a reef :

- The Mysterious Island (1874)
and 

- Two Years Holiday (1888)



First publ. in Le Journal des débats
politiques et littéraires, Aug.Sept. 1870 
(170 pp.)
In book form in 8 in Oct.1872

Floating Island, about the Great Eastern 



The Mysterious Island 1874



Two years Holiday, 1888

“On the summit of a cliff we 
sunk a long pole surmounted 
by a flag of sail-cloth and 
steadied by 4 ropes.”Ch. VIII



Compare Raynal’s enlarging the dinghy with 
the building of a sailing boat in The Mysterious Island
.



Compare Raynal’s description of the castaways’ 
surviving in Epigwaitt and Jules Verne’s characters 
enjoying a comfortable evening in their cave in
The Mysterious Island



Left: 
‘Death of Captain Nemo’

Right: 
‘The Nautilus disappears…’

Captain Nemo from

Twenty thousand leagues 
under the seas (1870)

reappears in 
Mysterious Island (1874)       



The model of Epigwaitt in the 
Moissac Museum



A model of “Epigwaitt” created by Henri Ena for the Museum at Moissac where 
François-Edouard Raynal was born.



Henri Ena,
the creator 

of the model of              
Epigwaitt in the 
Moissac Museum


